Installing a Sewer Hose Carrier on Your Airstream
64-inch carrier

What you will need.
Materials
Hose carrier- come in several sizes from 26” to 94” (longer carriers will have 3 mounting brackets)
4- 1 ½” self- tapping bolts
4-1” self -tapping bolts
2 – 2”x10” aluminum or galvanized support strips
Some adhesive caulk or double stick tape to hold
support metal in place (you can also attach strips with self- tapping bolts

Tools
Cordless Drill
1/8” drill bit for pilot holes
Socket- 3/8 or to match your self- tapping bolts
Degreaser and a rag ---used to clean underbelly metal
Caulking gun

Time:
About 30 minutes
Location
Determine where you want to install the hose carrier
1.Open area for length of carrier
2. Stay away from gas lines
3. OBVIOUS-nothing can be mounted to tank pans
Locate first support strip on grey underbelly metal at the start of radius. This will enable the tube to be
installed
. outboard as far as possible for easier access. You can use some adhesive caulk to hold support strip in place
while you are measuring and until you are ready to install screws.
Rubrail

Support strip
View from under trailer
Measure the distance between the support brackets on the hose carrier tube and then mark for inboard metal
support strip. You will want the tube brackets to be in the center of support strip.
You will want
brackets centered
on support strips

Once both support strips have been measure and in line you are ready to attach the tube.Unless you have an
extra set of hands ,you will need something to support the tube while drilling.A jack stand works well for this.

You are now ready to drill a 1/8” pilot hole in the outboard bracket and install a self tapping bolt.Get your
cordless drill and 3/8” socket.
Now make sure your tube is in line and centered on the inside metal support and install another bolt in one of
the bracket holes.
If everything looks good install remaining bracket bolts.

Once I snugged all the bracket bolts I installed another bolt in each end of metal support strips.

Hose carrier is now ready to go! These tubes are handy for storing other items as well as sewer hoses,flag
poles,fishing poles and coil water hoses to name a few.

